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Abstract 
This paper examines the history of Smallsats, different available platforms, typical applications, launch 
vehicles and future deployments.    
 
Smallsats – a History   
It can be argued that the Space Age began with the launch of a Smallsat, Sputnik 1. By today’s standards 
of Smallsat size and weight, Sputnik 1 (58cm diameter, 80kg) would be considered a Smallsat, 
specifically, a microsatellite. 
 
Common Elements with Smallsats 
The standardization of satellite buses and its components reinforces the use in Smallsats and makes 
satellite technology accessible. 
 
Smallsats use in large part Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) components with up-to-date technologies, 
such as: 

• Micro Electromechanical Systems (MEMS) 
• Active and passive de-orbit 
• Use of rapid prototyping 
• On-orbit servicing 
• Plug-and play systems 
• Improvement of resolutions 
• In-orbit autonomy 
• Attitude knowledge and control 
• On-board power  

Source:(https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/smallsat/ 
 
Mission Types  
Categories of missions have been defined that help differentiate between different types of applications, 
as follows:   
 

Mission Type Description 

Communications 
Provide communications services, such as real-time connectivity, data 
storing and forwarding, radio frequency communications or system 
identification. 

Earth Observation (EO) Provide imagery coverage and data products primarily relating to human 
terrestrial activity. 

Science Focus on natural data using visual imagery or data. 

Technology/Test 
Primarily to demonstrate new flight hardware or software. Given the 
number of universities that have active Smallsat programs, it should be no 
surprise that one of the larger groups of Smallsat applications is 
Technology/Test.    

Other New emerging missions including early warning, on orbit servicing, signals 
intelligence or cargo missions.   

 
 
  

https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/smallsat/
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The figures below depict the distribution of mission types. 

 
 

Figure I. Sum of the Distribution of Mission Types 
for the Period 2011 to 2019 

 
 

Figure 2.  Distribution of Mission Types for Each 
Year 2009-2019 

Source: https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4787&context=smallsat 
 
 
The communications and Earth Observation sectors of the Smallsat market are dominated by three 
companies as depicted in Figure 3: SpaceX for Communications and Spire and Planet for Earth 
Observation.  
 

 
Figure 3. Commercial Smallsats Launched by Operator 2012 to 2014  

Source: https://www.brycetech.com/reports/report-documents/Bryce_Smallsats_2020.pdf  
 
Are Smallsats only for LEO?  
There are no technical reasons to be limited to LEO orbit altitude with Smallsats. The cost of reaching 
GEO or MEO orbits is greater than that for LEO and would be limiting to missions of finer focus than that 
of GEO. Generally, the entity that launches to GEO or MEO orbits want designs that will last for a decade 
or two. However, if the business opportunity is short-term, or the business case can be made on a smaller 
coverage area or smaller market sector, a GEO or MEO orbit implementation with a Smallsat can make 
sense. 
 
Smallsats for Communications?  
Smallsat configurations can support real-time data communications, or store and forward data 
applications. If the Smallsat is at a GEO orbital slot and it is of a “bent pipe” design, then there is no 
reason that real-time or store and forward data communications could not be supported by the satellite 

https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4787&context=smallsat
https://www.brycetech.com/reports/report-documents/Bryce_Smallsats_2020.pdf
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design. Ground segment equipment would be based on the service or customer needs. A ground 
segment platform such as Comtech EF Data’s Heights™ Networking Platform or satellite modems are 
currently used on such satellites.   
 
Smallsats for MEO or LEO orbits can also be used for communications, but these orbits introduce the 
need for tracking antennas, antenna handover mitigation for the data stream to minimize dropped 
packets, and Doppler compensation. Examples of these with non-Smallsats are in service now.  
Examples are Comtech EF Data’s CDM-760 Advanced High-Speed and Trunking Modems that are used 
on the MEO SES O3b Classic constellation and for real-time communications and store and forward with 
the LEO Kepler Communications system. 
 
Smallsats for Earth Observation 
A type of non-military use Earth Observation GEO satellites could be weather satellites, such as those 
deployed by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA). These are in GEO orbit, with fixed 
hemispheric views of the Earth, a good location for weather or large-scale land use observation. If there 
are requirements to make repetitive observations, constellations of Smallsats for Earth Observation have 
the benefit of being able to fly over a single location with many refresh times per day using multiple 
satellites. The benefit of this capability for military use is clear, as well as for disaster recovery efforts 
where there are needs for near immediate information.   
 
New Business Models 
One of the growth areas for Smallsats are with the smaller startup companies that are not only involved in 
provisioning of a suite of services, but they also manufacture their own satellites. An example of this is 
Planet (formerly Planet Labs). Two years ago, Planet opened a manufacturing facility for their Earth 
Observation satellites that at full capacity can turn out 40 satellites a week 
(www.planet.com/company/#team).    
 
Another example of a company not only building GEO Smallsats, but also planning to operate the service 
with those satellites is Astranis (www.astranis.com). It is building satellites for GEO that can be twenty 
times smaller than a “standard” GEO satellite. Its target is to design and manufacture satellites with ten-
year service life in a 12 to 18-month design to launch ready cycle. This is being done in an office building 
in downtown San Francisco. Astranis has already signed a customer that will be providing Internet 
services to Alaska. 
 
Different Available Platforms 
Smallsats are constructed mainly with COTS products with simpler design, smaller size, and less 
stringent environmental protection than GEO or MEO platforms. They are built for a small number of 
purposes and are usually not of standardized space rated construction techniques.  When compared to 
existing GEO or MEO satellites, the use of commercially available, non-space rated components for 
Smallsats is of great benefit. Single or limited multi-purpose use reduces the complexity of design and 
can shorten development and operational cycles, and management costs. New components and systems 
can be qualified faster. This introduces the potential for faster return on investment, since the overall 
investment is much lower per satellite than GEO or MEO. 
 
Smallsat Standards 
There is a standard for a subset of Smallsats called CubeSats. California Polytechnic State University 
(CalPoly) developed this CubeSat specification (CubeSat Design Specification, cds_rev13_final2.pdf), in 
2005, and it has since gone through multiple revisions. The satellite size is standardized, using the 
CubeSat, or U, units of size. A single U is 10 x 10 x 10 cm and typical Smallsats are 1U to 3U, with the 
largest using 6U.   
 
In addition to CubeSats, CalPoly has developed a launcher for single U PicoSats, the smallest of 
CubeSats. This Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) is designed to mechanically deploy the 
PicoSats without compromising any other payload or the launch vehicle itself. 
 

http://www.planet.com/company/#team
http://www.astranis.com/
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Figure 4. PicoSats and Their Deployment Mechanisms 

Source: Courtesy of California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo 
 
There is also a 6U Cube deployment mechanism design. As of this writing, there are three variants of the 
CalPoly design from: 

1. Integrated Solutions in Space from Delft, Netherlands, which is derived from their 1U and 3U 
designs  

2.  Planetary Systems Corp. of Silver Springs, Maryland  
3. Tyvak, Irvine, California 

 

 
Planetary Systems 

 
ISIS 

 
Tyvak 

Figure 5. 6U Deployment Devices  
Source: Courtesy the CubeSat Program, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 

 
New Developments in Space Hardware 
An interesting program at Los Alamos National Labs that has promise for the Smallsat industry, but also 
for GEO or MEO satellites, is the development of a new, less expensive radiation hardened single board 
computer (SBC) for space use. The expected cost for this is half of what is currently available with an 
SBC for GEO and MEO use. It will enable small satellite companies to improve their small satellites’ 
performance, reliability and longevity in space orbits that were not previously available to them. The 
technology is smaller in size and weight than existing products, measuring less than 7 inches x 6 inches, 
with the cost coming in around $130K each, and lower power, consuming just 6.6 Watts. This radiation 
hardened SBC is designed with space-grade integrated circuits, is conduction cooled for operation 
outside the atmosphere, and is mechanically hardened to withstand the shock and vibration encountered 
during a satellite launch. 
 
Internet of Things (IoT) 
There are many efforts underway to address IoT applications using Smallsats. One of the largest satellite 
operators, Eutelsat, announced Eutelsat LEO for Objects (ELO), a constellation aimed specifically at the 
IoT market. This will be a new constellation of nanosatellites in LEO.   
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Involvement of US and other Governments 
NASA and the DOD have been the largest entity in the US Government that has launched and used 
Smallsats, with over 45% of the Smallsats launched in the last decade. Coincidentally the split between 
civil and military operators is also 45% as depicted in Figure 6.  
 

 
Figure 6. Government Smallsat Operators 

Source: www.brycetech.com 
 
 

Gateways 
If your organization is considering 
building a constellation of Smallsats, you 
will need to consider how to direct the 
traffic for the constellation to a gateway 
or to gateways and conversely, land the 
traffic from the constellation at a gateway 
or gateways. So, what are the features 
and functions of gateways? 
 
A gateway collects the traffic for the 
individual Smallsats for the part of the 
constellation that is above the horizon 
and receives traffic from individual 
Smallsats that are above the horizon. At 
a minimum, a gateway consists of a 
single tracking antenna for Smallsat 
tracking, radio frequency (RF) 
equipment, and a communications 
device, which is likely to be a satellite 
modem, depicted in Figures 7 and 8. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Minimum Configuration for Gateway 

Station Using Comtech Mission-Critical Technologies’ 
tracking antenna and Comtech Xicom Technology’s 

BUCs 

 

 
Figure 8.  Comtech EF Data’s CDM-760 Advanced 

High-Speed Trunking and Broadcast Modem 
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The Comtech Mission-Critical Technologies’ antenna uses an X/Y drive configuration, enabling the 
system to operate without any keyhole effect at the zenith. The keyhole effect occurs when a non-X/Y 
drive, such as an azimuth/elevation (AZ/EL) drive, is required to track a satellite at elevation angles near 
the zenith or looking straight up 90 degrees from its base. An AZ/EL drive will try to point as close as 
possible to the vertical position. What can occur with an AZ/EL drive at zenith is that the vertical position 
becomes a non-usable region, with the antenna making large movements around the azimuth axis to re-
acquire the signal, to achieve a position to as close to vertical as possible. This continues until the 
antenna is once again able to track the satellite.  
 
The gateway antenna moves (tracks) Smallsats on their orbital path, keeping a connection with the 
Smallsat until it is close to the horizon. At that point the antenna disengages with the Smallsat and moves 
back to a starting point to pick up the next Smallsat in its orbit. There can be two gateway antennas and 
modems per Smallsat path if real-time communications are required. For continuous real-time 
communication, these are typically configured for what is known as “make-before-break” “MBB” operation. 
One antenna and modem pair track the Smallsat on its orbital path while a second antenna/modem pair 
are standing by ready to connect with the next Smallsat rising above the horizon. Once the tracked 
Smallsat begins to set on the horizon the second pair of gateway antenna and modem lock onto the rising 
Smallsat, synchronizes traffic to not drop the connection, and carries the link until that Gateway antenna / 
modem pair drop the connection when the new Smallsat starts setting on the horizon. This tracking and 
traffic synchronization continually repeat. 
 
Should the requirement be for store and forward communications, there may not be a need for MBB 
connectivity, but “break-before-make” “BBM” connections could be appropriate. BBM may require only 
one gateway antenna / modem pair. The antenna tracks the Smallsat in its orbit and once the Smallsat is 
starting to set on the horizon the antenna, tracks back to a position to pick up the next Smallsat. The 
modem breaks its communication connection and re-establishes it at the start of the next Smallsat orbital 
pass. 
 
BBM can also imply that a single modem is used but is attached via a switch network to two antennas. If 
the antenna tracking system is fast acquisition (carrier signal lock), this can result in successful handovers 
with little or no packet drops. Performance would be associated entirely to the modem’s demodulator 
acquisition capability. Although demodulator acquisition performance is always a function of symbol rate, 
FEC block size and link margin, the acquisition capability is ultimately measured by the minimum 
measure of time for acquisition. The Comtech EF Data modems that would be specified for these 
applications lead the industry in this performance criteria.  
 
Larger Smallsat constellations may require more complex gateway locations. There may be a 
requirement for a data center that is co-located or near to the gateway. A data center can be necessary 
for processing the traffic within the Smallsat constellation prior to its being forwarded back into the 
constellation or onward on a terrestrial network for consumption by customers or users of the 
constellation.   
 
If the Smallsat constellation has multiple orbits visible over the gateway location, the requirement would 
exist to have multiple gateway antennas, RF equipment and modems to coordinate the traffic with the 
Smallsat constellations. An illustration of a Gateway facility with the capability to track multiple Smallsats 
at the same time is found in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9.  Gateway Facility for Multiple Smallsat Tracking Using Comtech Mission-Critical Technologies’ 
Tracking Antennas, Comtech Xicom Technology’s BUCs and Comtech EF Data’s Modems 

 
Launch Vehicles 
Rockets are still the only way to orbit, and with Smallsats there are two delivery methods – dedicated or 
shared launch. Dedicated launches of Smallsats provide maximum control over orbital location injection. 
This leads to faster availability of the constellation, and more immediate revenue generation.  This pays 
off when there are many Smallsats in the launch package. 
 
The other approach, shared launches, can be with GEO, MEO or LEO satellites. If lower launch cost is 
imperative, or the requirement to quickly get on orbit is a key driver, shared launches can be considered.  
The disadvantage of sharing a launch vehicle is that orbital injection accuracy may be sacrificed in favor 
of launch costs. 
 
Current and Future Launches 
As more launches occur, the cost per Smallsat launch will drop, enhancing business cases. This will allow 
for more flexibility on the satellite platforms and less risk from an orbital loss. If we look at some of the 
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current launchers available in the market, such as the SpaceX Falcon 9, the Rocket Lab Electron, and 
Astra, we can cover the smallest to the largest Smallsat launchers.   
 
SpaceX’s Falcon 9 has been exercised with the launches of the Starlink constellation. A Falcon 9 can 
launch 22,800 kgs to LEO at a total price of US$62M. There is also a rideshare option where a customer 
can send 200kg of payload for as low as US$1M. Normalized to a $/kg, a payload taking up all a Falcon 9 
load would be US$2,720/kg. The normalized price of the rideshare option would be US$5,000/kg 
(www.spacex.com/vehicles/falcon-9). 
 
Lockheed Martin recently financed Rocket Lab, a startup based out of New Zealand. The carbon-
composite rocket built by Rocket Lab is expected to allow companies to launch small satellites into orbit 
for less than USD$5M(360marketupdates.com). There are three Smallsat launch options with the 
Electron – the maximum payload of 300kg, the nominal payload of 200kg, and the kick stage, 40kg 
(https://www.rocketlabusa.com/electron).  If we normalize by the maximum payload, the $/kg is 
US$16,667/kg. 
 
Astra, a U.S.-based rocket manufacturer with backing by Advance, ACME Capital, Airbus Ventures, 
Canaan Partners and Salesforce founder Marc Benioff, just launched the Astra 3.2 from Kodiak, Alaska 
on a test flight (https://cnb.cx/2LuIQvN). The Astra can carry a payload of 100kg to LEO for a launch cost 
of US$2.5M, which normalizes to US$25,000/kg. 
 
When Virgin Galactic was announced, their price for 400kg payload to LEO was US$10M. They have a 
launch system in development called Launcher One, which will be able to deliver twice that payload to 
LEO for the same price. Normalized this is US$12,500/kg to LEO (https://www.herox.com/blog/466-virgin-
galactic-to-double-its-space-launch-capacity). 
 
There are factors other than price to consider with a launcher. At a minimum, the launch timing, security, 
altitude, orbital injection accuracy, all play a role in that choice. 
 
Conclusion 
Investor interest seems to reflect a maturation of the Smallsat market. There are still new investors 
interested in this market, even though there are existing large operators that dominate the sector. In 
2019, there was a slowing of new system launches, likely from the industry experiencing pressure from 
investors to stick to targets and seeing Chapter 11 filings from OneWeb.   
 
So, it is surprising to see in Space Capitals Space Investment Quarterly 3Q 2020 that $5.5 billion has 
been invested in the sector year to date. For reference, sector funding totals for 2019 were $5.8 billion, 
and for 2018 $3.0 billion, which points to continuing investor confidence in the Smallsat sector. 
 
There are new entrants coming into this market on a continual basis, and some of these have large 
impacts on the sector.  Planet is an example, which has gone from its technology demonstration stage in 
2013, to having nearly half of the commercial Smallsats launched by 2020. Smallsat technology is 
improving with launch and payload costs decreasing.   
 
If you have plans for a Smallsat constellation, we welcome the opportunity to assist you with your ground 
equipment requirements, from gateways and feeder links to remote terminals. Contact us today.  
 

Email: sales@comtechefdata.com 
Voice: +1.480.333.2200 

Web: www.comtechefdata.com 

http://www.spacex.com/vehicles/falcon-9
https://www.herox.com/blog/466-virgin-galactic-to-double-its-space-launch-capacity
https://www.herox.com/blog/466-virgin-galactic-to-double-its-space-launch-capacity
mailto:sales@comtechefdata.com
http://www.comtechefdata.com/
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